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Abstract

Technological development has made it possible to implement digital active noise control systems in real
time. This work compares the performance of different adaptive control methods applied to a one-
dimensional waveguide. The compared control methods are the frequency-domain filtered-X LMS using
potential energy density and kinetic energy density as cost functions, and the active sound intensity control
(ASIC), which uses active intensity as the cost function. The ASIC controller is implemented with both the
P–U approach (measuring pressure and particle velocity at the same time) and the P–P approach (using two
microphones to estimate the active intensity). The waveguide is a circular PVC duct with a primary source
placed at one end, the secondary source placed near the mid-span of the duct, and with an open-ended
termination. The analyses were performed comparing the results in terms of the potential energy density,
the active intensity, and the acoustic power radiated by the sources. Moreover, it is shown how to choose
suitable error sensors and their influence in the performance of the ASIC controller. The results show that
the control methods achieved the same final result and, as expected, when the volume velocity of the
secondary source was driven to the optimal volume velocity, the primary source and the secondary source
radiated less acoustic power than the uncontrolled primary source. Besides, the sound intensity was
effectively attenuated throughout the duct.
r 2004 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Lately, there have been several studies about methods that use intensity as the cost function.
Sommerfeldt and Nashif [1] used a method based upon the filtered-X LMS algorithm, where the
adaptive updating of the filter weights is done in the time domain, thus minimizing both the active
and reactive power components. Kang and Kim [2] also used a method based upon the filtered-X
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LMS algorithm, where the gradient of the product of the instantaneous pressure and particle
velocity is computed using an intensity probe, again in the time domain.
Qiu and Hansen [3] used the intensity in the frequency domain as cost function, but there is no

reference signal in their method. Because of this, the controller will try to cancel all the sound
intensity in the environment, not only the intensity that is coherent with the reference signal.
Swanson et al. [4] used the filtered-X LMS in the frequency domain as an active intensity

control method by replacing pressure for intensity as the error signal. The transfer function
between the reference signal and the measured active intensity is used as the filtered path. In their
implementation, the control signal is obtained by time filtering of the reference signal using
weights obtained by the inverse Fourier transform of the frequency-domain weights computed by
the algorithm. The transfer function of the error path, in this case the active intensity transfer
function between the error sensors and the secondary source, is identified on-line in the frequency
domain. This control path filtering is the most controversial part of the algorithm, as
acknowledged by the authors.
Arruda et al. [5] used the active intensity as the cost function to control the energy flow in

plates. This method has been compared with the frequency-domain filtered-X LMS [6] by Pereira
et al. [7] and Donadon et al. [8]. The comparison was performed using a theoretical duct example.
The aim of this work is to experimentally compare the performance of several active noise

control (ANC) methods. The compared methods are based upon controlling the potential energy
density, the kinetic energy density, the active intensity using the two-microphone technique, and
the active intensity using a microphone and a particle velocity sensor. The methods were
implemented in the frequency domain, where there is the possibility of controlling each frequency
line independently, in their normalized version, which allows the same convergence rate at all
frequencies. The paper addresses experimental issues such as the influence of the phase mismatch
error and the use of particle velocity error sensors in ANC applications.

2. Control equations

The control methods were developed for the 1–1–1 case, i.e., one primary source, one secondary
source and one error sensor, using an adaptive filtering technique in a feedforward configuration
[6]. All the equations presented here are developed in the frequency domain. It is relatively
straightforward to generalize the formulations for multiple channel cases.

2.1. Pressure and velocity equations

The control methods will be applied to a one-dimensional waveguide, where x represents the
spatial co-ordinate along which propagation takes place.
Considering firstly a plane wave source acting in an acoustic one-dimensional waveguide with a

given volume velocity Q; the pressure P and the particle velocity u at any location in the field can
be evaluated as

Pðx; x0Þ ¼ Zðx;x0ÞQ; uðx;x0Þ ¼ Y ðx; x0ÞQ; ð1Þ
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where Z is the ‘‘transfer’’ acoustic impedance, Z ¼ P=Q; Y is the ‘‘transfer’’ acoustic mobility,
Y ¼ u=Q; for a source located at position x0 and the pressure measured at position x:
Now, consider the case where two sources are acting in the acoustic field. One primary source,

the source that originally emits the noise, represented by the subscript P; and one secondary
source, the source added to the acoustic field in order to attenuate the noise generated by the
primary source, represented by the subscript S: Thus, the total pressure PT ; can be written as

PT ¼ ZPQP þ ZSQS; ð2Þ

where PT � Pðx; xP; xSÞ;ZP � Zðx; xPÞ;ZS � Zðx; xSÞ; xP is the primary source position,
and xS is the secondary source position. The pressure field generated by the primary source is
PP � Pðx; xPÞ ¼ ZPQP; and the pressure field generated by the secondary source is PS �
Pðx; xSÞ ¼ ZSQS:
In the same way as the pressure field, the total particle velocity uT generated by the two sources

in the field can be written as

uT ¼ YPQP þ YSQS; ð3Þ

where uT � uðx; xP;xSÞ;YP � Y ðx; xPÞ and YS � Y ðx; xSÞ: The velocity field generated by the
primary source is uP � uðx;xPÞ ¼ YPQP; and the velocity field generated by the secondary source
is uS � uðx;xSÞ ¼ YSQS:
In order to simplify the notation, positions x; xS and xP will be omitted unless where necessary

for the understanding of the equations. Besides, it is important to remember that the total particle
velocity, Eq. (3), has a direction, given by its sign in the one-dimensional waveguide case.

2.2. Adaptive filter equations

The control methods presented here are based upon the feedforward adaptive filter theory [6],
which consists of filtering the reference by a finite impulse response (FIR) filter and using the
resulting signal as the control signal. The reference signal is correlated with the error signal and
contains information about frequency and phase of the noise generated by the primary source.
Without loss of generality, the reference is represented by the volume velocity from the primary
source, QP: The control law is represented by the volume velocity from the secondary source, QS:
So, the volume velocity from the secondary source is evaluated as

QS ¼ WQP; ð4Þ

where W is a weight function which will be found recursively by an adaptive law.
The adaptive law will be developed using a self-orthogonalizing adaptive filtering algorithm as

[6,9]

W ðn þ 1Þ ¼ W ðnÞ � mR�1rJðnÞ; ð5Þ

where n is the iteration time, m is the step-size defined between 0 and 1, R�1 is the inverse of a
correlation matrix R; and rJðnÞ is the gradient of the cost function at iteration n: R and rJ will
be outlined for each control method depending on each cost function.
Eq. (5) is a modified formulation of the steepest-descent method, which is more suitable in

control applications because the step-size m is independent of the eigenvalues of the correlation
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matrix R: Besides, when formulated in the frequency domain, it guarantees a constant rate of
convergence for all frequency lines [6,9].

2.3. Adaptive control method based upon controlling the potential energy density

The potential energy density, EP; is related to the change in volume when the acoustic wave
propagates, and is given by [10]

EP ¼
1

2rc2
jPj2; ð6Þ

where r is the air density, and c is the sound speed.
Using EP as cost function, and substituting Eqs. (2) and (4) in Eq. (6), the cost function

becomes

J ¼ EP ¼
1

2rc2
jZPQP þ ZSWQPj

2: ð7Þ

Taking the gradient of Eq. (7) in relation to W ; it is easy to find

rJ ¼
1

2rc2
2ðZSQPÞ

�PT ; ð8Þ

where � denotes the complex conjugate.
The correlation matrix R will be found as in Ref. [11]. So, expanding Eq. (8) and using Eqs. (2)

and (4),

rJ ¼
1

2rc2
2ðZSQPÞ

�ðZPQP þ ZSWQPÞ: ð9Þ

The correlation matrix R is the term that multiplies the weight function W ;

R ¼
1

2rc2
2ðZSQPÞ

�ZSQP ¼
1

rc2
jZSQPj2: ð10Þ

Finally, taking the results in Eqs. (10) and (8) and substituting them in Eq. (5), the adaptive
control method that minimizes the potential energy density becomes

W ðn þ 1Þ ¼ W ðnÞ � m
ðZSQPÞ

�

jZSQPj2
PT : ð11Þ

Eq. (11) is known as the frequency-domain filtered-X LMS [6] in its normalized version. It must
be assured that the denominator of Eq. (11) will not vanish, which will not happen provided the
error sensor, in this case a microphone, ‘‘sees’’ some response from the secondary source. The
method will adapt until the numerator is equal to zero, which happens if total pressure PT is equal
to zero. Therefore, the optimal volume velocity of the secondary source can be found by making
the total pressure equal to zero, resulting in

QS ¼ �
ZP

ZS

QP: ð12Þ
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Eq. (12) represents the best performance that the frequency-domain filtered-X LMS based upon
controlling potential energy density can achieve [12]. This method will be named in shorthand
notation as LMS-P.
The LMS-P can be successfully implemented where the pressure sensor (a microphone) can give

good signal levels to be used as an error sensor, which will not happen if the microphone is placed
at a pressure node.

2.4. Adaptive control method based upon controlling the kinetic energy density

The kinetic energy density, EK ; is related to the particle velocity in the acoustic field and is given
by [10]

EK ¼ 1
2
rjuj2: ð13Þ

Thus, it is noted that the equations to control EK are analogous to the equations to control EP;
but with Z replaced by Y : Thus, the adaptive control method which minimizes the kinetic energy
density is evaluated using Eq. (11) by replacing Z by Y and PT by uT ;

W ðn þ 1Þ ¼ W ðnÞ � m
ðYSQPÞ

�

jYSQPj
2

uT : ð14Þ

Thus, the method presented in Eq. (14) is the same frequency-domain filtered-X LMS but now
based upon controlling the kinetic energy density. The same observations about the convergence
made for Eq. (11) are valid for Eq. (14), where it is necessary for the particle velocity sensor to
‘‘see’’ some response from the secondary source. The optimal volume velocity controlling the
kinetic energy density is evaluated as [12]

QS ¼ �
YP

YS

QP: ð15Þ

Eq. (15) represents the best performance that the frequency-domain filtered-X LMS based upon
controlling the kinetic energy density can achieve [12]. This method will be named in shorthand
notation as LMS-U.
The kinetic energy density has already been used as cost function in previous works together

with the potential energy density cost function, forming the energy density cost function ðEP þ
EK Þ [1,13]. While, in these previous works, the kinetic energy density control was implemented in
the time domain and the particle velocity was estimated using the two-microphone approach [14],
here the kinetic energy density control is implemented in the frequency domain and using a ‘‘true’’
particle velocity sensor, which will be described in Section 3.

2.5. Adaptive control method based upon controlling the active intensity using the P–U approach

The active intensity is related to the energy flow and only exists if the pressure and particle
velocity measured at the same point are not in the phase quadrature, or, simply, if there is
dissipation in the acoustic field, which can be caused, for instance, by a radiation impedance at the
end of the duct. The active intensity, IA; using the P–U approach is defined as [14]

IA ¼ 1
2
RfPu�g; ð16Þ
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where R indicates the real part of a complex quantity. Generally speaking, the active intensity is a
vectorial quantity, but, for a one-dimensional waveguide, it is a scalar, its sign indicating a
positive or negative direction. However, to simplify the development, given that the control point
will be past the primary and secondary sources, towards the end of the duct, the active intensity
will always be positive and can be used as a suitable function [1,3].
Using IA as the cost function and substituting Eqs. (2)–(4) in Eq. (16),

J ¼ IA ¼ 1
2
RfðZPQP þ ZSWQPÞðYPQP þ YSWQPÞ

�g: ð17Þ

Taking the gradient of Eq. (17) in relation to W ; it is easy, with some algebraic manipulation, to
find

rJ ¼ 1
2
ðYSQPÞ

�PT þ 1
2
ðZSQPÞ

�uT : ð18Þ

Now, the correlation matrix R is found expanding Eq. (18) using Eqs. (2)–(4), and taking the
term that multiplies W :

rJ ¼ 1
2
ðYSQPÞ

�ZPQP þ 1
2
ðZSQPÞ

�YPQP þ 1
2
ðYSQPÞ

�ZSWQP þ 1
2
ðZSQPÞ

�YSWQP: ð19Þ

Thus, the correlation matrix R is given by

R ¼ 1
2
ðYSQPÞ

�ZSQP þ 1
2
ðZSQPÞ

�YSQP ¼ RfZSQPðYSQPÞ
�g: ð20Þ

Finally, the adaptive method which effectively minimizes the active intensity using the P–U
approach is found substituting Eqs. (19) and (20) into Eq. (5),

W ðn þ 1Þ ¼ W ðnÞ �
m
2

ðYSQPÞ
�PT þ ðZSQPÞ

�uT

RfZSQPðYSQPÞ
�g

: ð21Þ

It should be noted that the adaptive control method proposed in Eq. (21) will have convergence
problems if the denominator is close to zero. This denominator is proportional to the active
intensity from the secondary source measured with the P–U approach, since ZSQP and YSQP give
information about pressure and particle velocity from the secondary source, respectively. Thus, it
is necessary for the error sensor to ‘‘see’’ some active intensity from the secondary source.
Otherwise, the measured intensity cannot be controlled with the secondary source (controllability
problem). The method will adapt until the numerator is equal to zero, which will happen if the
volume velocity of the secondary source is given by [12]

QS ¼ �
Y�

S ZP þ Z�
S YP

2RfZSY�
S g

QP: ð22Þ

Eq. (22) represents the best performance the method that controls the active intensity using the
P–U approach can achieve [12]. This method will be named in shorthand notation as ASIC-PU,
and a more detailed formulation of this method can be found in Ref. [15].
The equations presented above are the explicit formulation of the controller using the active

intensity as a cost function. It is basically the same controller proposed by Swanson et al. [4] but
the derivation of Eqs. (21) and (22) allowed the analysis of the algorithm in much more detail.
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2.6. Adaptive control method based upon controlling the active intensity using the P–P approach

The active intensity using the P–P approach is measured using two microphones spaced by d in
the acoustic field. The measured intensity component will be the component in the direction
defined by the two microphones [14]. Using P1 and P2 to represent the measured pressures at
positions 1 and 2, respectively, the pressure at the position between the microphones, represented
by P12; can be evaluated as

P12D
P1 þ P2

2
; ð23Þ

where

P1 ¼ ZP1QP þ ZS1QS; P2 ¼ ZP2QP þ ZS2QS; ð24Þ

with ZP1 � Zðx1;xPÞ;ZP2 � Zðx2;xPÞ;ZS1 � Zðx1;xSÞ; and ZS2 � Zðx2;xSÞ:
The particle velocity is obtained approximating the spatial pressure gradient by first order finite

differences,

rPD
P2 � P1

d
: ð25Þ

So, the particle velocity evaluated at the position between the microphones, u12; is given by

u12 ¼
i

or
P2 � P1

d
; ð26Þ

where i is the imaginary number.
Therefore, the active intensity using the P–P approach is given by [14]

IA ¼ 1
2
RfP12u

�
12g ¼

1

4ord
RfiðjP1j2 � P1P

�
2 þ P2P

�
1 � jP2j2Þg ¼

1

2ord
IfP1P

�
2 g: ð27Þ

Now, using Eq. (27) as the cost function, substituting Eq. (24),

J ¼ IA ¼
1

2ord
IfðZP1QP þ ZS1WQPÞðZP2QP þ ZS2WQPÞ

�g: ð28Þ

Taking the gradient of each term of Eq. (28) in relation to W ;

rIfðZP2QPÞ
�ZP1QPg ¼ 0;

rIfðZP2QPÞ
�ZS1WQPg ¼ iðZS1QPÞ

�ZP2QP;

rIfðZS2WQPÞ
�ZP1QPg ¼ �iðZS2QPÞ

�ZP1QP;

rIfðZS2WQPÞ
�ZS1WQPg ¼ iðZS1QPÞ

�ZS2WQP � iðZS2QPÞ
�ZS1WQP ð29Þ

with some algebraic manipulation it is easy to find

rJ ¼
i

2ord
½ðZS1QPÞ

�P2 � ðZS2QPÞ
�P1�: ð30Þ

The correlation matrix R is found by expanding Eq. (30) with Eqs. (2)–(4), therefore

rJ ¼
i

2ord
½ðZS1QPÞ

�ðZP2QP þ ZS2WQPÞ � ðZS2QPÞ
�ðZP1QP þ ZS1WQPÞ�; ð31Þ
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where the correlation matrix R is the term that multiplies W ;

R ¼
i

2ord
½ðZS1QPÞ

�ZS2QP � ðZS2QPÞ
�ZS1QP� ¼

1

2ord
IfZS1QPðZS2QPÞ

�g: ð32Þ

Finally, the method that controls the active intensity using the P–P approach is obtained by
substituting Eqs. (30) and (32) in Eq. (5),

W n þ 1ð Þ ¼ W nð Þ �
im
2

ðZS1QPÞ
�P2 � ðZS2QPÞ

�P1

IfZS1QPðZS2QPÞ
�g

: ð33Þ

Eq. (33) represents the method derived in Refs. [16,17] for structural intensity control and
applied to a duct with plane wave approach [7, 8]. This method will be named in shorthand
notation ASIC-PP, and a more detailed formulation of this method can be found in Ref. [15].
It should be noted that the control method expressed in Eq. (33) may have convergence

problems if the denominator is close to zero. This denominator is proportional to the active
intensity from the secondary source measured by the P–P approach. Thus, it is necessary for the
error sensor to ‘‘see’’ some active intensity from the secondary source (controllability). The
method can be adapted until the numerator vanishes, which will happen if the volume velocity of
the secondary source is given by

QS ¼
Z�

S1ZP2 � Z�
S2ZP1

2iIfZS1Z
�
S2g

QP: ð34Þ

Eq. (34) represents the best performance that this method, which controls the active intensity
using the P–P approach, can achieve.
It is important to note that the controllers proposed in Eqs. (21) and (33) were designed using

the active intensity as the cost function, but it is known that the active intensity can be either
positive or negative. Thus, the cost function is not quadratic, which means that the control
method can become unstable. However, Eq. (33) expresses the same result shown by Arruda and
Perreira [17], where the squared active intensity is the cost function, in which case there is a global
minimum. Therefore, the final result using the active intensity and its squared value as the cost
function are the same for a scalar intensity. This happens because of the normalization made in
both cases [17].
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3. Experimental setup

The Experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1. It consists of a 600 diameter circular section PVC
duct with 2 loudspeakers. At all locations represented by subscripts 1–9, omnidirectional 1/400

microphones were placed, except for position 6, where a particle velocity sensor and a microphone
were placed.
The duct configuration presented in Fig. 1 enables: the measurement of the radiated acoustic

power from the sources using microphones located at positions 1 and 4; the measurement of the
active intensity upstream and downstream the secondary source with the P–P approach using the
microphones at positions 2 and 3 and at positions 8 and 9; the control of the potential energy
density at position 5 using the LMS-P approach; the control of the kinetic energy density at
position 6 using the LMS-U approach; the control of the active intensity at position 6 using the
P–U approach (ASIC-PU), and the control of the active intensity at position 6 using the P–P
approach (ASIC-PP) with the microphones at positions 5 and 7.
The particle velocity used in the ASIC-PU and LMS-U methods can be measured using a

particle velocity sensor that has been developed by Microflown Technologies [18–20]. The
position of the particle velocity sensor is indicated in Fig. 1. It is placed between the microphones
at positions 5 and 7. This sensor consists basically of two hot wires which are exposed to the air
flow caused by the acoustic pressure oscillation. When the sensor is exposed to an acoustic field,
the difference in temperature between the upstream and downstream hot wires is proportional to
the particle velocity. The velocity sensor used in this work is the U-probe model I, which is
ICP-driven and with a 1/200 casing, designed to measure the particle velocity in one direction. The
sensibility of the particle velocity sensor is highly dependent on frequency, and calibration is more
involved than with conventional microphones [21].
The controllers were developed in Matlab/Simulink and implemented in real time using a

dSPACE 1102 control board with 16 weights in frequency and with a sample rate of 1.5ms. The
step-size m was changed on-line to promote a better adaptation rate.
The electrical signal used to drive the primary source was a saw-tooth with a fundamental

frequency of 41.66Hz. After being generated, the electrical signal was filtered by an analog filter
with a roll-off of 48 dB per decade of attenuation and cut-off frequency of 110Hz. Therefore, only
the frequencies 41.66, 83.33 and 125Hz were excited. A general block diagram can be found in
Fig. 2.
An analog low-pass filter with 180Hz of cut-off frequency was used to reconstruct the digital

control signal generated by the D/A converter of the dSPACE 1102 control board, and a block
diagram can be seen in Fig. 3.
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3.1. Experimental measurements of the acoustical properties

The acoustic power radiated from the sources can be evaluated by measuring the total pressure
immediately in front of the source and the volume velocity of the source as [22]

WR ¼ 1
2
RfPQ�g ¼ RfGQPg; ð35Þ

where P is the measured pressure immediately in front of the source, Q is the volume velocity
imposed by the source and GQP is the crosspower between the volume velocity and pressure.
In order to measure the radiated acoustic power properly, the microphones at positions 1 and 4

were placed as close as possible to the sources, and the volume velocities of the sources were
measured using a laser Doppler vibrometer, which measured the velocity of the loudspeaker cone.
The Doppler signal was improved by using a retro-reflective tape on the loudspeaker cone. Thus,
the acoustic power radiated by the primary source is calculated as

WRP ¼ 1
2
RfP1uðxPÞ

�Sg ¼ 1
2
RfP1Q

�
Pg ¼ RfGQPP1

g; ð36Þ

where uðxPÞ is the particle velocity of the primary source measured by the laser vibrometer and S

is the duct area. The acoustic power radiated by the secondary source is calculated as

WRS ¼ 1
2
RfP4uðxSÞ

�Sg1
2
RfP4Q

�
Sg ¼ RfGQSP4

g; ð37Þ

where uðxSÞ is the particle velocity of the secondary source measured by the laser vibrometer.
It should be noted that nearfield effects close to the loudspeaker due to the non-ideal movement

of the cone, can influence the estimated acoustic power. However, such effects are expected to be
small for a 600 loudspeaker in the frequency range of the experiments.
The active intensity can be evaluated using the P–P approach as [14]

IA ¼
1

2ord
IfP1P

�
2 g ¼

1

ord
IfGP2P1g; ð38Þ

where GP2P1 is the crosspower between the two microphones placed close to each other, and d is
the separation distance between them.
However, the method of measuring the active intensity using the P–P approach, Eq. (38), is

subject to many errors [14]. Among them, the systematic error due to phase mismatch between the
two microphones can be highlighted, which can become critical when performing the intensity
measurement in a reverberant field or when the two microphones are placed very close to each
other in order to minimize the error due to the finite difference approximation.
The phase mismatch can be minimized by using a ‘‘geometric mean’’ in the crosspower between

the sensors as [23]

*GP2P1 ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
sGP2P1GP2P1

p
; ð39Þ
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where GP2P1 is the crosspower with the sensors in the original order and sGP2P1 is the crosspower
with the sensors in the switched order. The necessity of phase correction can be observed more
clearly in Section 3.2, where the microphones used in the control application are analyzed and the
phase mismatch between the microphones is shown.
The finite difference approximation error correction can be overcome as proposed in Ref. [24]

by multiplying the crosspower by a correction factor given by

kd
sin kdð Þ

¼
1

sinc kdð Þ
; ð40Þ

where k is the wavenumber and d is the separation distance between the sensors. Eq. (40) is the
velocity correction factor for plane waves caused by the approximation of the pressure gradient by
the finite differences.
Thus, the active intensity using the P–P principle with the error correction of Eqs. (39) and (40)

can be expressed as

IA ¼
1

ord
kd

sin kdð Þ
If *GP2P1g: ð41Þ

Therefore, the active intensity between microphones placed at positions 2 and 3, IA23; is given
by

IA23 ¼
1

2ord
IfP2P

�
3 g ¼

1

ord
kd

sin kdð Þ
If *GP3P2g; ð42Þ

where P2 and P3 are the pressures measured at positions 2 and 3, respectively, d is the separation
distance between the microphones, and *GP3P2 is the crosspower corrected for phase mismatch.
The active intensity flowing through the sensors 8 and 9, IA89; is given by

IA89 ¼
1

2ord
IfP8P

�
9 g ¼

1

ord
kd

sin kdð Þ
If *GP9P8g; ð43Þ

where P8 and P9 are the pressures measured at position 8 and 9, respectively, and *GP9P8 is the
corrected crosspower without phase mismatch.
The potential energy density can be evaluated as

EP ¼
1

2rc2
jPj2 ¼

1

rc2
GPP; ð44Þ

where GPP is the auto-spectrum of the pressure signal.

3.2. Testing the error sensors

One of the first questions when implementing an ANC application deals with the error sensors
that can be applied. The answer to this question frequently depends on the kind of controller that
will be implemented. Normally, the filtered-X LMS has no particular problem with error sensors,
however the ASIC can have a bad performance if the error sensors are not chosen very carefully.
In order to investigate the performance of the ASIC-PP in the presence of the phase mismatch

in the error sensors, two microphone pairs were chosen and analyzed—the phase mismatch
between the microphones used in the experiment is shown in Fig. 4. The control results were
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obtained theoretically using the experimental FRFs (Fig. 5) measured without the presence of the
reconstruction filter (Fig. 3). The control results are shown in Fig. 6.
Comparing Figs. 5 (a) and (b), the measured FRFs are nearly the same. Nevertheless, when

applying the optimal control law, Eq. (34), results are very different, as shown in Fig. 6(a). The
‘‘peaks’’ in Fig. 6(a) occurred when the denominator of Eq. (34), which is proportional to the
sound intensity from the secondary source, is close to zero, as can be observed comparing
Figs. 6(a) and (b). Therefore, the best microphone pair to be used as error sensors in the ASIC-PP
controller is the 2nd microphone pair because its performance was more uniform than the 1st
microphone pair in the whole frequency band of interest.
Fig. 7 shows the phase of the intensity, which is given by the phase angle of the complex term

iðjZS5j2 � ZS5Z
�
S7 þ ZS7Z

�
S5 � jZS7j2Þ; for the 1st and 2nd microphone pairs located at positions 5

and 7. It can be noticed that the 2nd microphone pair does not cross the790� line, which means zero
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Fig. 4. Phase mismatch between the two microphone pairs: -o-, 1st sensor pair; -+-, 2nd sensor pair.

Fig. 5. Frequency response functions (FRFs) of the sensor pairs. (a) 1st microphone pair, (b) 2nd microphone pair. -o-,

ZP5; -+-, ZP7; -�-, ZS5; -&-, ZS7:
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active intensity, while the 1st sensor pair does so. This explains why the 1st microphone pair in Fig. 6(b)
changes from positive to negative, that means, positive active intensity to negative active intensity due
to the phase mismatch. The dotted vertical lines in Figs. 6 and 7 are the points where the denominator
of the ASIC-PP, vanishes, which happens at frequencies of approximately 63, 141 and 183Hz.
The above analysis was applied to the ASIC-PP, but can also be performed for the ASIC-PU,

the same final results being expected. It is better to choose a sensor pair that measures a totally
positive or totally negative active intensity from the secondary source. The analysis for the ASIC-
PU is shown in the next section.

3.3. Off-line control analyses

After choosing a suitable pair of sensors (2nd microphone pair in this case), it is necessary to
identify the FRFs once more, but now in the presence of the reconstruction filter. In the
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Fig. 6. Comparison of the 1st and 2nd sensor pairs. (a) Theoretical control law of Eq. (34); (b) denominator of Eq. (34).

-o-, 1st sensor pair; -+-, 2nd sensor pair.

Fig. 7. Sound intensity phase of the error sensors: -o-, 1st sensor pair; -+-, 2nd sensor pair.
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experiments performed, the presence of the reconstruction filters did not degrade the estimate of
the active intensity because the phase mismatch which they introduced was negligible when
compared with the phase mismatch error of the microphones. These FRFs are important both to
verify the convergence of the control methods and to implement the methods in real time. In
Fig. 8, the FRFs between the sources and the error sensors are shown. It can be noticed that the
FRFs for the secondary source are noisy above 160Hz because of the presence of the
reconstruction filter, set to 110Hz cut-off frequency.
The analysis of the convergence of the ASIC-PU controller can be observed in Fig. 9, where the

denominator of Eq. (22) and the sound intensity phase for the P–U approach, i.e., the phase angle
of the complex product ZS6Y

�
Z6; are shown. It can be noticed in Fig. 9(b) that the phase of the
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Fig. 8. Frequency response functions (FRFs) between the sources and the error sensors. (a) Error sensors at positions 5

and 7: -o-, ZP5; -+-, ZP7; -�-, ZS5; -&-, ZS7; (b) error sensors at position 6: -o-, ZP6; -+-, YP6; -�-, ZS6; -&-, YS6:

Fig. 9. Analysis of the error sensor for the ASIC-PU controller: (a) denominator of Eq. (22); (b) phase of the sound

intensity.
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sound intensity did not cross the 790� line, which means zero intensity; thus, the denominator of
Eq. (22) did not vanish in the frequency range of interest, Fig. 9(a). Therefore, the sensors of the
ASIC-PU can be successfully used in this plane wave field.
The analysis of the convergence of the ASIC-PP controller can be observed in Fig. 10, where the

denominator of Eq. (34) and the sound intensity phase for the P–P approach, i.e., the phase
angle of the complex term iðjZS5j2 � ZS5Z

�
S7 þ ZS7Z

�
S5 � jZS7j2Þ; are shown. It can be noticed in

Fig. 10(b) that the phase of the complex intensity did not cross the 790� line (Fig. 10(a)), which
means zero active intensity; thus, the denominator of Eq. (34) did not vanish in the frequency
range of interest. Therefore, the sensors of the ASIC-PP can be successfully used in this plane
wave field.
In Fig. 11 the optimal volume velocities of the secondary source for the different control

methods are shown. These optimal volume velocities were evaluated substituting the measured
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Fig. 10. Analysis of the error sensor for the ASIC-PP controller: (a) denominator of Eq. (34); (b) phase of sound

intensity.

Fig. 11. Optimal volume velocity of the secondary source: -o-, LMS-P; -+-, LMS-U; -�-, ASIC-PP; -&-, ASIC-PU.
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FRFs shown in Fig. 8 in Eq. (12) for LMS-P; in Eq. (15) for LMS-U; in Eq. (22) for ASIC-PU;
and in Eq. (34) for ASIC-PP. It can be observed that the different control methods yielded nearly
the same final result, except for ASIC-PU, which presented more noise in the result. That noise is
related to the low signal levels of the FRFs for particle velocity at frequencies around 83.33Hz,
which can be observed in Fig. 8(b).
The four control methods achieved nearly the same final result for the optimal volume velocity

QS: However, it is known that the active intensity is subject to many errors [14]; it is important to
investigate the performance of the ASIC controller under the presence of phase mismatch in order
to validate the results presented in Fig. 11.

3.4. Performance analysis of the ASIC under phase mismatch in the error sensors

In order to analyze the performance of the ASIC controller under phase mismatch in the error
sensors, a relative phase mismatch in the error sensors is numerically added assuming that

*ZðP;SÞ5 ¼ ZðP;SÞ5e
iy=2; *ZðP;SÞ7 ¼ ZðP;SÞ7e

�iy=2 ð45Þ

for the ASIC-PP and

*ZðP;SÞ6 ¼ ZðP;SÞ6e
iy=2; *YðP;SÞ6 ¼ YðP;SÞ6e

�iy=2 ð46Þ

for the ASIC-PU.
The results are compared using the attenuation in the active intensity estimated with the error

sensors without phase mismatch (i.e., the ‘‘actual’’ active intensity) obtained using the control law
computed by the ASIC controller using the signals with phase mismatch error. The phase
mismatch was varied in the range 790�.
The results in the attenuation of the active intensity are shown in Fig. 12 for the ASIC-PP and

in Fig. 13 for the ASIC-PU. The divergence regions in Figs. 12 and 13 represent the regions where
the denominator of the ASIC controller expression vanishes due to the phase mismatch error, i.e.,
IfZS5Z

�
S7e

iyg ¼ 0 for the ASIC-PP and RfZS6Y
�
S6e

iyg ¼ 0 for the ASIC-PU. As mentioned in
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Fig. 12. Attenuation in the ‘‘actual’’ active intensity measured by the error sensors for the ASIC-PP controller: (a) 2-D

view; (b) 3-D view.
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Sections 2.5 and 2.6, the vanishing of the denominator means that the measured intensity cannot
be controlled by the actuator (lack of controllability).
This fact can be better understood using Fig. 14 where the angles of the complex products

ZS5Z
�
S7 and ZS6Y

�
S6 are shown. The denominator of the ASIC-PP goes to zero when the imaginary

part of ZS5Z
�
S7 vanishes; the zero dashed line in Fig. 14(a). Thus, when a relative phase mismatch

is added in the error sensors driving the angle of ZS5Z
�
S7 to zero, the ASIC-PP becomes unstable.

The same fact occurred with ASIC-PU, where the denominator vanishes when the real part of
ZS6Y

�
S6 is close to zero, i.e., the solid curve is close to the 790� dashed lines in Fig. 14(b).

The angles shown in Fig. 14 are characterized by the acoustic field, in this case the duct, and by
the pre-existing phase mismatch in the error sensors. In previous works [2,4], matched-phase
sensors were used to avoid this problem and the issue was not addressed.
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Fig. 13. Attenuation in the ‘‘actual’’ active intensity measured by the error sensors for the ASIC-PU controller: (a) 2-D

view; (b) 3-D view.

Fig. 14. Angle of the complex product: (a) ZS5Z�
S7; and (b) ZS6Y�

S6:
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3.5. Energetic analysis

Once the off-line investigations were finished, and the error sensors and the control method
performances were defined, the real-time implementations, where the control methods were
developed in Matlab/Simulink and implemented in a dSPACE 1102 control board could be
started. The acoustic power radiated from the sources, the active intensity, and the potential
energy density were measured with the control on and off.
In Fig. 15, the changes in the volume velocity of the primary source can be observed. It can be

noticed that the control methods change the volume velocity of the primary source slightly, the
changes being basically the same for the four methods.
The ratios between the acoustic power radiated from the sources with the controller on and off

is shown in Fig. 16. Fig. 16(a) shows the attenuation in the power radiated by the primary source.
It can be observed that, although the ASIC-PP achieved the best radiated power attenuation at
41.66Hz, it achieved one of the worst results at 83.33Hz. However, the active control methods
effectively decreased the radiated acoustic power from the primary source in the controlled
frequency range (41.66, 83.33 and 125Hz). Fig. 16(b) shows the ratio between the acoustic power
radiated by the secondary source and the acoustic power radiated by the primary source working
alone. The results show that the secondary source radiated less acoustic power than the primary
source working alone in the controlled frequency range (41.66, 83.33 and 125Hz).
It is import to notice that the control methods were implemented at different times. So, some

variation in the radiated acoustic power is expected (this variation is caused by small changes in
the gain of the power amplifier and environmental changes). Furthermore, the secondary source
acts like a passive absorber when the controller is off.
The acoustic power radiated by the primary source was attenuated. Therefore, it is expected

that the active intensity was attenuated too, but the secondary source is still radiating some
acoustic power. So, the best way to observe what is happening with the energy in the duct is
observing the active intensity.
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Fig. 15. Change in the experimental volume velocity of the primary source caused by the controller. -o-, LMS-P; -+-,

LMS-U; -�-, ASIC-PP; -&-, ASIC-PU.
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Fig. 17 shows the attenuation in the active intensity. A significant attenuation is obtained when
the control methods are applied. Comparing Figs. 17(a) and (b), it can be observed that the active
intensity in the duct was attenuated both upstream and downstream from the secondary source in
the controlled frequency range (41.66, 83.33 and 125Hz).
This investigation allowed the observation of what happens with the energy flow in the duct

before and after the control methods are applied. Nevertheless, for a more complete
understanding of the control phenomena, it is also important to observe the distribution of the
potential energy density in the duct before and after the control is acting.
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Fig. 17. Attenuation in the active intensity IA measured (a) between the error sensors at positions 2 and 3, (b) between

the error sensors at positions 8 and 9. -o-, LMS-P; -+-, LMS-U; -�-, ASIC-PP; -&-, ASIC-PU.

Fig. 16. Attenuation in the radiated acoustic power WR: (a) Primary source power attenuation; (b) power radiated by

the secondary source relative to the power radiated by the primary source alone. -o-, LMS-P; -+-, LMS-U; -�-, ASIC-

PP; -&-, ASIC-PU.
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Another interesting observation about Fig. 17 is that the active intensity attenuation
exhibits larger differences for the different controllers than the acoustical potential energy. As
expected, the intensity controllers caused a larger attenuation of the active intensity, while the
controller using the pressure error signal caused a larger attenuation of the acoustic potential
energy.
In Fig. 18 the distribution of the potential energy density relative to the position of the

secondary source is shown. It can be noticed that the potential energy is changed but not
attenuated upstream from the secondary source while it is heavily attenuated downstream.
It is interesting to observe in Fig. 18(b) that the attenuation of the acoustic potential energy

changes with the control method and with the controlled frequency component. Moreover, the
best result was obtained by the LMS-P, which used the microphone as an error sensor.

4. Conclusions

Four active noise control methods were implemented in a one-dimensional acoustic waveguide.
The four methods are the frequency-domain filtered X LMS based upon controlling potential
energy density and kinetic energy density and the active sound intensity control (ASIC) based
upon controlling active intensity with the P–U and P–P approaches. The results showed that the
methods achieved basically the same final result in all criteria observed, i.e., the minimization of
the radiated acoustic power, the minimization of the active intensity and the minimization of the
potential energy density. Furthermore, as expected [4], in the controlled case there is less energy
flow than in the uncontrolled case, i.e., the sources radiated less acoustic power when working
simultaneously than the primary source radiated when working alone (uncontrolled case).
It was observed that, provided the secondary source can produce a non-negligible active

intensity at the location where the error sensors are placed, i.e., the plant is controllable, the ASIC
is robust relative to phase mismatch errors.
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Fig. 18. Attenuation in the potential energy density EP measured at (a) position 2, (b) position 8. -o-, LMS-P; -+-,

LMS-U; -�-, ASIC-PP; -&-, ASIC-PU.
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Besides, it was shown that the particle velocity sensor can be successfully used as an error sensor
in ANC application. It is an alternative to microphones and, when used, the cost function can
either be the active intensity or the kinetic energy density.
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